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THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. we have before us a report from our

Rapportour respectIng: Articles 18, 29 .and 30, which should.cover the

previouswork of' this.'committee with regardto these Articles. I

suggest we start with Article 18, because I think the othor two .Articles,

29-and 30, have to.be.road in conjunction with Article 18.: I do not'.

know; whether. everybody has had time to road-the report through carefully,,
but.plerhaps we could ask the Rapporteur to explain it tous and to drawc.w

attention to special passagesof hisreport to seewhether wecan vwcct

withthe new draft.w draf

PPORTEURORTEUR: Article, 18 is reproduced iontirecntiraty. I thenk tho

t wayst .1ae.towdoal ;ith it eill bc to siake it paragaph byraZrcpby
h.The firstsentence of the first paragraph has already beeniJ.rori.oana
ae committeeand isnittoo ahie -imceelyereoproducce haro to- givo context.

Thofollowing that illov;iub-paragraph sù-pc',rare'ae(a.). 'ehc toxt of tho

U. e. draie f tgc Cllytor'orinina1J. provided that

tional commitments nc.1 coriniton permitted to polinittod to

st.ual.iaction.way orespecto vith rcspcteto tarif." proferences.'
Theie proposed an amendment to . ricuncli.ronthis se effectto thd effoct

that- this pldvision.ewunderstood u urequireod to existingthat existînX.

intomationaJl obchanged exceptchannd oicapt by àgreemeet between thu

eminated in toeniance atocl acecorermwith th- tonis of the obligations. -

It are f*la by thelegatedian Diclo.at that t ms provision:ight tend to .

gotiations ndZotiaeioeve eI beliovoetea Fronch Dologato,expressed .tho

itirieemedthat e soonod to bocontradectory-of tho basgc undortakinZ. I

ndmenttha ornndraon proposod be egateuban Dclcr;at was in general supported
by.ingdomniteegate 3de Delcatc, the eustelaan Dologate nnd eIso tho Unitod

Seates DeloGate:. Tho Uneted Seaeos Doledato cxplaineoethat the intont-

ra.,sub-parrI.rphfrom), apwrt tror its vordieg,:wasgthat oxistini, internationals

.soblîZatoonse,hoted nQt bc citod ae .a bar ts nôgotiationl, so that al1

oring ics odhorwouldtagrees wonegotiations noaotiato; c ite'wes not intondod

to require that couetries violatc existing international obligations.
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In the limt of that discussion tho Chairman summarised the, meetingbyInthethatsummarisedthemeetingby
saying that he felt there should bean undertaking that countries would

noo,0tiato, that thoy would carry these negotiations, ifsatisfactory,

inteottoot; but finally, that the results of the no negotiations, in sofar

as they would require the nodification or termination of existing

obligations, would necessarily have to require. the consent of tho parties
to thoso obligations, or termination in accordance with thoir terms

In other words, there was not to be any violation of these obligations.

'In the light of that it is proposed that the mattor can be handled. by

simply changing the word "action" to 'negotiations", so the rule would

road:

"Prior international commitrments shall not be permitted to

stand in the way of nogetiations with respect to tarif

prefereneces"

An undertaking to negotiate does not seemto imply any violation -of

existing international obligations. No county would be violating an

obligations. no couintrywould be violating an

obligations by an undertaking to negotiate,and it is suggested to the

committee that that might be a satisfactory resolution. of the problem.

Before taking up the rest of this report, Mr. Chairman I think it would

be better to have some discussion on that proposal.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): It seems to me the amendment put in by the

Cuban Delegate expreessec the intent. I think the reformulation also

expressed it, but the proposal of the Cuban Delegate spell it out a.

little more, and I wouIdbe perfectly really to accept the Cuban Delegate's

formulation, which I would like to road. He put this in at the last

meeting:
"Prior international commitments shall not be permitted to stand.
in the way of action with respect to tariff preference itbeing
understood that this provision shall not require the termination

or modificatoin of existing internationalobligations except by.

agreement between the contracting parties or in accordance with

the terms of such obligations."
3.
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I would suggest that we adopt that languageas stating clearly what
.

the intention is, thus disposing of the problem which it seems to me

we may be complicating unnecessarrily.
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MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Ishould like to support what Mr Hawkins has

Just said. Either of these text disagreeable to me. It seemed
to me that the Cuban amendment in its 'original drafting exactly

expresses the understanding we have had- of this matter ever since

.last autumn, when.the proposals were- published, and when we said

that we .were in substantial agreement with them. The Cuban

amendment exactly expresses what we understood to be the eftect

of the passage as it- tood in the proposal, and I should therefore

be perfectly agreeable to accept the Cuban amendment. I could

also accept the other one, but I think the Cuban one has the

advantage of spreading the point out in full detail.

THE CHAIRMAN: Personally, I would have no objection whatever to

this, but I understood at the last meeting.Mr MeKinnon asked for

some time to reflect on this. Has this further study resulted in

something?

MR BOWER (Canada): We have not had definite Government direction cn

the point-. Mr McKinnon is convinced that we never could persuade

our Government to accept the Cuban amendment. He is satisfied

that the Rapporteur's wording would meet us much better than the

Cuban amendment, because,or one thing, we would read something

quite different into it, and we do not want it spelt out the way

Mr Hawkins and Mr Shackle spell it out, because that is contrary

-to our hopes for this paragraph l.a. We want to reserve freedom.

iof action in the actual negotiations; we do not want to be

hampered by anything. As Mr McKinnon puts it, we want elbow room

to negotiate our rates with other countries without referring to

third parties. When the negotiations are finished, we would then

go to the third party and say, "This is what we are prc-posing to
do"; and they will have done the same thing and we will be able

to compare with them whese they have give' way and we have given

way and accept or not accept the undertakings which we have made

with theee third parties. We agree wïth the French delegate
t-hat it is a contradictïon in terms to say that. "prior

international commitments shall not be permitted to stand in the
5.
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way of action with respect to tariff preferences". We would

substitute the word Iinegetiations" there, and we think it is

a contradiction in terms is it is at present, saying', as it.

does, that you must observe these prior internatiopaI commit-

,ments before you can negotiate.

.MR SHACKLE. (U.K.): I should like to ask the Canadian delegate
two questions. Does he not think that a text which is

capable of being-read in different ways is rather objectionable
and even possibly dangerous? That is my first question. My

second question is whether the form of negotiation;which he.

envisagesall really not leau in the end to very .-much the,

same result, because if we assume that a number of pairs of
countries have negotiated independently different arrangements

affecting preferences, surely at the end they will all need to

come together, as indeed he said, and compare what they have

done? Now, can we conceive that all that body .o agreements

will come into force if they did not agree among themselves -

the different interested parties - in what they. had respectivelyy
done? Does it not therefore mean you would have to have a last

stage of negotiation in which there would be, so to speak,-a

balancing out process which in effect would come to the same

thing as te 'procedure which would have to be followed in the
Cuban amendment? I do not know if I maket that second point
clear, but it seams to me in the last resort .you would be bound.
to have a certain reconciliation of the different independent

negotiation which would ultimately bring it to the same result,`

by a longer way round. Those are my two-questions,

THE CHAIRMAN:' I think the Canadian delegate should.answer that

now,

MR BOWER (Canada): I regret r am in a position te deal with -this

only éecond-hand. Mr McKinnon and Mr Deutsch have between them
spent a great deal of time on it, and I have not been present

at all, those discussions; .however, I think I know 'their feeling
fairly. well. I agree with Mr Shackle it would be unfortunate

ii our version of what l.a. meant and the idea of other people

6.
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were to differ. We would make our understanding quiteclear,
however. It is that prior international commitments (other than

those expressed in the words we prefer) shouId not be allowed,

to stand in the way of way new arrangements we eight make with

third parties. In answer to the second question, I quite.

agree deal that the result would be the same, but it would be

a great deal more difficult for us to reach it. Let me give

you and illustration. Mr McKinnon is here now, Perhaps Mr
Shackle. would like to put his questions again, and then Mr

Mc Kinnon -could answer them.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Certainly. The starting point was.the text

which we now have in the Rapporteur s Repcrt on l.a.. On that

I had said that I thought I could accept either but that I.

preferred the Cuban text as spelling out in full detail what

has been our understanding of the intention of this provision

ever since the proposals of last December, in which we said

we were in agreement. I understood the representative of

Canada then' to say that if this wording asit stands in the
Rapporteur's report were adopted it would be read by the

Canadian Government in a different way from the understanding

which we should have of the intention,of the provision I

then asked two questions. The first was whether the representa-

tive of Canada did not feel that it was obJectionable ahd.

possibly dangerous to have a provision which could be read in

two entirely diifferent ways. The second question was whether

the negotiating procedure which he had outlined, which

consisted of a series of independent negotiations between

pairs of countries which would only be brought together at the

very last stage would not really lead to the same result as the

.different. procedure which we envisage but would reach it by

a more roundabout route, in that at ter you had had a complete

. series of negotiations you would in the final stage have to

re-open them ail ;in order to effect any necessary reconcilia-

tions between them. 1. 'asked whether in these circumstances the

representative of Canada really thought that there was
7.
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advantage in the method which he proposed. That I think. was

a paraphrase of my two questions.
MR McKINNON (Canada): Mr Chairmin, My reply to Mr Shackle on

those points would be first, that we would prefer the draft shown
on page 1 (I presume this is the document we are discussing);

and that anyway prior. international commitments must not be
permitted to stand in the way of negotiations with respect to

tariff..preferences. We substitute tha word "ne-gotiations" for

the word "actions" in the American draft.We would very much

prefer that. to the one shown on. page 4 of the same document.

I have little doubt, in reply to Mr Shackle'other question,

that in the final analysis the n.et result may be very much the

same. It is the matter of method that is chiefly concerned.

We would have been very glad to take the draft as it stood in

the United States document, namely, that "prior commitments

shall not be permitted to stand in the way of action with respect
to tariff preferences, That would have not contemplated for. one

moment that there could. have been consultations with all other

parties interested.in a particular preferential situation. We

welcome the change suggested, namely, the substitution of the

word "negotiations" for the word action, as giving elbow room

for the purpose of negotiating. That again will entail at some

stage discussions with the. others interested in the-particular

preference or preferences involved.

8.
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But it does permit freedom to ,ahead to negotiate to see what the

result arrived at looks like and hen o consult with he ohers who

are concerned. Does that answer your question ?

Mr SHACKLE (United. Kingdom): I think all I have to add is that I still

feel that it is objectionable to have an ambiguous text, and I have the

feeling, as I said before, that we should arrive. at the same result

by a more round. about route. I am also not quite clear as to the

implication of the suggestion made by the Canadian delegate as -to

whether they would read this passage as having the effect of

abrogating the prior agreemnents. If so it is clear that could only

be done if all the parties to that agreement agreed.

Ur McKINNON. (Canada): You used the words, "this text".

Mr SHLCKLE (United Kingdom): The Rapporteur's text, yes.

Mr McKINNON (Canada) : Your question was whether or not we would read

that as abrogating the existing commitments in the form of trade

agreements within the Commonvwealth ?

Mr SEACKLE (United Kingdom): Yes.

Mr HcKINNON (Canada): Thon the answer is, No.

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr Clhirman, I believe that we all have the same

idea, and I believe that this iden is olea.rly stated "in our Amendment,

his is what we say in our Amendment: "Prior international

commitments shall not be permitted to stand in the w.y of action

with respect to tariff preferences". Either one of the words mey

menn the snme thing. Everybody who has a proforence would place it

on the table in order to discuses it. Tho implication le that we are

going to discuss this tariff which everybody wants to terminate, but

they have to 'have a. compensation for that. Now suppose everything is

placed on the table, then there is the problem of a third party who

would not give their acceptance to it. ln that case are we supposed

just to disregardl our international obligations and pass them over ?

That cannot bc the case, and I think that the delegate of Canada has

accepted that position. If that is so, then what is the logical thing
9.
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that will come about. What negotiations would take place with the

third party to. soo if he would agree. That is covered by the

words, "require the termination or modification of existing

international obligations except by agreement between the

contracting, parties. That is to say. we go to the third party

and we try to get thoiragroement, They do not agree. Then
what can we do ? We can terminate that agreement, which is in

accordance with the terms of such obligation. The case is so

clear that it cannot be understood in any other way, and that is

what we are saying in very clecar and specific toms in this

Amendment, which in amy opinion is the only way in which this thing

can be worked out. The other way is to put a Clauso here which

can be interpreted in the way the United Kingdom delegate has

put forward, which is not What we want, because ve want every

country to know exactly what we mean in the Charter and not to

put a clause there which somebody will interpret one way and

somebody will interpret in mother way. I therefore move to

have this drafting of ours accepted as the onlby thing that can

show the actual, situation, and thc only way of expressing it in

a clear way.

Mr. McKINNON (Canada): Do you want a rejoinder from me?

THE CHATRMAN: Yes, because thc Delegate from Cuba his imade a proposal

that we adopt his draft. I have an alternative proposal which I

am prepared to make now, because I think we can express the idea

in some other languago, and I am prepared to put it on the table.

Mr MoKINNON (Canada); I can only repeat what I have elready said.

we have three drafts, the original draft as it appeared in the

United States, which was the onefirst discussed, thon we have

the Amendment proposed by the delegate of Cuba, and then the

Rapporteur as shorter draft, substituting the word "negotiatins
for the word section" Wo were quite prepared to preceed at once

on the basis of the first draft . We like least the Cuban Amendment
10.
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the second one, and we are quite prepared to go ahead on the

basis of the Rapporteur's draft, namely, to proceed to negotiate,

which is after all what we all came here for. We do not consider

our. hands are tied in one way or the other. On the other hand

I have answered Mr Shackle categorically that we do not; read it

as abrogating existing commitments.

Mr SHACKLE (United Kingdom): It seems to me that as Mr McKinnon has

said that he does not regard this as in any way abrogating existing
of difference

commitments, there is no special point/in this, because it seems

to be universally agreed that our hands are to be free to

negotiate and not to bring action which is agreed upon in the

course of the negotiations, and finally that the obligations are

not abrogated. Those are the three propositions as I understand

the matter, and if that is se I really fail to see where the

difference lies between us.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think perhaps we could express the same thing in

this way, with a small addition to the text now proposed by the

Rapporteur. It would simply say this: "It being loft for the

parties concerned to determine the application of this rule to

existing international obligations".

D.3.
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Mr MCKINNON (Canada): Would you repeat those words, placase?

THECHAIRMAN: "it being leftfor the countries conceerned to determine the

application of this rule to existing international obligations. " I think

then that wo are oxpressing the idea that it is the porties who. are under

certain obligations. to discuss among themselves how they will fulfil the

now obligations, That is what the Cuban délegate wants.

MR McKINNON ( Canad.): It means the same thing as far as I can see, that

in fact it seems to me that is all connoted by the word negotiationss."

THE CHARMAN: Yes, but it is. the second phase of it First, you have your

negotiationss; you are not prepared to stand in the way; and then it is

left to the parties conocrned to apply the rule to their .existing
obligations.

MR McKIINNON (Cnaida): which is the case, anyway.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes; but they will do it becose there. is some. doubt and some

delegates like to have something to go on in this respect. I think it

would. cover it.

MR SHACKLE (UK) : May. I say a word at that point, Sir? I have a feeling that

the suggested added words rather seem to emphasize some.ambiguity in the

meaning of this sentence. I would very much prefer that it should not

either be or seem to be ambiguous, if possible.

DR COOMBS (Aistralia): Mr Chairman, I think there is a real difficulty

of.a purely grammntical sort there. The words which I think you used were,

"application of this rule." The rule that is referred to presumably is

the rule just. stated, that is, that prior international commitments shall
not be permitted to stand in the way of the negotiations. That seems just

logical, but it does a bit obscure what you mean. You say that the rule

is that international commitments shall not be peremitted to stand. in the

way of negotiations, and then you goon to say that. the aplplication of

this rule to all international obligations will be left to the. parties

concerned. But it.would appear to, be a modification of the rule that you

have just stated..

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I think that if we come to the interpretation
12.
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of this clause, ït only means this: If I can a country I cannot say; "I

cannot negotiate because I have a treaty." That is the firat point; then

I cannot say: "Iamvery glad and I would like to nogotiate, but. I

cannot conclude my negotiations because I have a treaty." That is the only

thins that we are spring there: that we cannotput the existince of a

treaty as a cordition not te negotiate and not to terminatc the ne-

gotiations; I believe that this idea is clearly shown in the words we

have put dowm there. We will negotiate; we will come to torms. If on

exîsting treaty is in the way of those negotiations and. wehave alrondy

agreed to something that cannot come into existence because there is a

treaty, we have to come to terms with the third party or we have to ter-

minate the treaty in ordor to cemply with what we have negotiated. If

this is absolutely clear, and Canada. cannot ask that the third party

obligations be abrogatod by just one aide, then why do not we say it

clearly and avoid very great misunderstandingthat can come about when

the negotiations are hold?

TME CHAIRMAN: think that our Rapporteteur has a brainwave:

THE RAPPORTEUR (Mr Leady): Shall I let it go?

THE CHAIRMAN: .Yes, please.

THE RAPPORTEUR: It runs something, like this: "Prior international commit-

ments shall not be permitted to stand in the way of negotiations with

resect to tariff preferences, it boing understood that action resulting.

from such negotiations shall not require a modification or tormination

of existing intornational obligations except by agreement between the

parties concerned or in accordance with their terms." That would seem to

leave freedom to negotiato and would make it clear that the resulting

action would require either consent or termination.

THE CHAIRMAN: At first sight, I would say that this states it very clearly, so

that that would perhaps be the solutiou of all our difficulties.

MR McKINNON ( Canada): Would the Rapportour kindly read it again so that we

can be sure of the wording? "It being understood that action resulting frora

such negotiations" - that is introducing the word "action" again--
13.
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THE RAPRORTEUR: Yes.

MRMcKINNON (Canada): "shall not require modification or termination of the

existing, international obligations' - is that right?

THE RAPEORTEUR: Yes.

MR McKINNON (Canada): "except by agreement between the contracting parties

or in accordanco with thr trrms of sùvh obligations. " Mr Chaiman, we

take the view that that is all implied in the aubstitution of the word

"notiationa". for the word "action" in the original draft as it was

bdfore us; but we are quite prepared to go on the basis of the Rapportcur' s

amended wording.

MR SHACKLE (UK): I would like to say, Mr Chirman, that, subject to looking

at the draft in retail and it is always rather riskr to pronounce on

drafting ratters at such a point - this does seem to mo to be a satisfac-

tory text.

MRALAMILLA(Cuba): If it is difficult for the United Kingdom delegate,

who speaks English, it is much more difficult for us. However, we believe

that this suggested wording covers the situation very adequately at this

moment, and. weonly want to have an opportunity to look at it closely, but

we are hoping that we will be able to accept it as it is.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then it only remains for me to congratulate the Rapporteur

once more on the way in which ha has rot us out of our difficulties.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Purely from a grammatical point of view, there might

arise an ombiguity by reason of the use of the words "modification or

termination." The meaning is and it was the way in which I first inter-

preted it "shall not require the modification of existing obligations

exceipt by agreement with the contracting parties or termination in acoordance

with the terms of such obligations." Is not that the meaning?

THE RAPPORTEUR: The meaning is as you say.

MR McKINNON (Canada): There might be ambiguity if we liked so closely together.
do

the modification and termination, and then any that we can/either by agreement.
MR SHACKLE (UK): Might I suggest that we could get over that ambiguity by

14.
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inserting the words "failing that" actor the word "or" in the last line,

so that it would then read,"except by agreement between the parties or,

failing that, in accodance with the terms of such obligations". I think

that that would make it quite clear.

MR/McKINNON (Canada): Yes; but that would the delction of the word

"termination" in the first place, will it not?

MR SHACKLE (UK): Would it,necessarily, because it is conceivable, though

unlikely, that there might occasionally be an agreed termination.
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MR. McKINNON (Canada); I think Mr. Shackle's amendment gives an ontirely

difforont moaningin that it would require agreement to terninate.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I venture to think not, because 'in accoardance

with the' tenms of such obligations" if .the prior treaty or agreement
on

has in it a donunciation clause this surely implios that/that donunciation

clause unilateral donunciation would be used.

MR, McKINNON (Canada): I still think that is a more definite ambiguity

than the first' one, and I cannot see why we cannot drop the word

"termination" in the first instance. It would then road:

"it being understood that action resulting frorn such negotiations
shall not require the modification of oxisting, international

obligations except by agreement of the contractingpartios or

termination thereaf in accordance, with the terms of such

international obligations.".
THE CHIRMAN: I think that as put now by Mr McKinnon it gives tho

stages very Clearly. Tho whole procedure may take some time but I

cannot soc how you can do it othorwise, unloss you are prepared to

torminate all the obligations noir - and I think nobody is prepared to

do'that..

MR. SHAOLlE (United Kingdom): Spoaking again entirely offhand, I think the

change proposod by Mr. MoKinnon is probably accoptablo. It soems to me

when wo say in this sentence "such negotiations shall not roquire

modification", a fortiori they cannot requiro termination. That boing

so; I think probably Mr. McKinnon' s toxt is acceptablo. I say that

again provisionally.
THE CHAIRMAN: We will take itthat we all agree.provisionally.

MR. ALAMILLA:(Cuba): I would suggest this. Could. the Secreatariat-make copies

of this last version so that wo can take it home and study it with care

THE CHAIRMEN: You will have that in your report in any case,

MR. ALAMILLAM (Cuba): Yes, but I think it might be better to be able to take

it away and Just figure it out.

16.
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MR. ADARKAR(India): I think after theo word "termination" has been

deleted it would be of advantage to rotain the latost amendment suggested
by Mr. Shackle, namely, "failing that," because that gives priority to

agrocment with the parties concornd, that thoy .should try to roach an

agreement. If they fail they should resort to unilatoral donunciation

of tho troatios to which they are party. The words "failing that".

soom to me to be important. It would then read:

"it being understood that action rosulting from such negotiations

shall not require modification of existing international obliaa-
tions except by agreement of the contracting partios, or, failing

that, in accordance, with the terms of such obligations."

MR. MeKINNON (Canada): Yes, that is all right.

THE CHATRMAN: We will have that clause yped out so that we can look

at it lator on. I will ask our Rapportour ta continue with the othor

modification.

THERIPPORTEUR: Sub-paregraph (b) as and has alreacdy beon cleared by the

sub-committee provisionally, subject to a look at what is put in the

procedural memo on this subject explaining, it. It will thon be gone over

again, so I. do not think there is any need for discussion on that now.

Sub-paragraph (o) is suggostod as a possible formulation of the agreement

reached in the sub-conraittec, that there should be somo rulo

indicating that the binding of low tariffs would be riven equal right

with taduction of high tariffs in the nogotiations. The rulo is

"Tho binding or consolidation of low tariffs or tariff froctroat-

ment shall be racgnised as a concossion equivalent in valuo to

the substantial rocluction of high tariffs or elidmination of

tariff praforcncos."
MR. ADARKAR(India): with rogard to sub-paragraph (b), the Indian Dologation

made a resarvation when tha subject was last discussed, It was explained

that it is difficult for thu Indian Delugato to accept that all reductions

in.most-favoured-nation import tariffs shall operato automaticallyto

reduce or eliminato margins of preferance. The point was that tho objoct

17.
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of roduction of barites should be kept distinet fromthe other object,
of olimïnatïon or reducïng mragins of profornce.

THE CHAIRMAN: Tho idea idoa was we should first have the momorendum and

refor to this again.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The prineiplo which is expressed here would convey a

moning which is not acceptable to the Indian Dalolation.

THE CHAIRMAN: The point is, nobody accepts this before we have the momorandum

from the Rapportcur.

MR. ADARKAR (India): As no as that is understood.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I think the modification we have alroady mado in

(a) rather support the suggostion of the Indian Delegate, that the word

automatically". might well be deletod from (b)
,
Sinco the revised

wording of (a) now spells it cut stop by stop, as it worq, it would

appear to be much more appropriate that (b) should merely read:

"[11 nogotiated reductions in most-favoured-nation import

tariffs shall operate to reducoorcliminete margins of proference."

MR. ALAMILL (Cuba): I would feel vory much inclined to accopt tho

suggestion of the Canadian Delegate, but I believe we should first have

in front of us tho things to be added to this paragraph, or the reforanco

that ill be made to an additional momorandun, whatever it is. I

think we should loave -all discussion on thc drafting, of sub-paraeraph

(b) even it it is only a riuntion that an existin- outsido document

is goingto enter into sub-paragraph (b) -- until we have the other

document before us, when we can study it.

MR.. McKINON (Canada): I think the remarks of the Cuban Delegate apply

equally to (a) and (b); If we are tentatively adopting the wording of
(b), as we seem agreed to do, I should think we might proceed to adopt

tentatively (b) with the word automaticallyl delotad,

THB CHAIRMAN: That is my idea.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba): I have no objection.

MRHAWKINS (Unitod Statos): I thouch the whole of (b) was left in abeyance

until we considored the procedural momrandum. The word "automatically" as

18.
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closely tied upwith procedural questions, and I would not. like to see it
omitted until we have considered the procedural memorancdum.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we can noto the point of tho doletion of the word

"automatioally". and leave it until we have the memorandum. Porhaps

the Rapportour has somothing to say on it.

THE RAPPORTEUR: -I would simply like to say that if the world "automatically".

is dolotod froni this provision I would. approciate rocaiving any suggestion

às to how the principle might be described in the procedural memo.

I really do not see the way clear to saying, anything about it in the

procedural memo if tho word "autoinatically" is deletod bocauso thoro is.

no basis for estimating hom it wiould be applied at least, I do not see one.

THE CHAIRMAN: I really think that further discussion at this momont is

more or less useloss, because before we con have further explanation of

what we will have here we must see more clearly how we will negotiate
with respect to tariff prefronce. These are the negotiations we are

concerned with in sub-paragraph (b). Before we have the memorandam

I do not see much point in discussing, it. I really think we should

leave it over tillwe discuss the memorandum.
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Perhaps, now that. we. have the draft before us of the proposal with

.regard to Article 18.1.a., we may read it must, and then everybody will see

exactly whather it is what we have understood it to be. It reads lïke this:-

" Prior international commitments shall not stand in the way of
negotïationis with respect to tariff preferences, ït being -understàd
that action resulting from such negotiations shall not require tke
modification ofexisting'ïnternational obligations, except by agree-
ment between the contracting parties, or, failing that, by terminatieh
thereof iei accordancewith the terms of such obligations."

MR McKINNON(Canada):. This is purely a drafting point, and a smalleone at

that, but I think I ought to mention it. The draft now says " .shall not

requito the modification of existing international obligations, except.by

agreement between the contracting parties, or, failing that, by termination".

Can. you modify.'by terminating?

MR SHACKLE (U.K): Certainly because termination is the-most drastio form of

modification possible; is it not?

MR McKINNON (Calada): It is so drastica form of modifetion. that I think

it is straining the words abit. I am not quarrelling with the substance

of it; it is just whether or not one modifies a document by terminàting it.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): I do not think there is really any difficulty, is there?

Suppcsing certain' negotiations required some modification before the result

ofit, couldbe brought into effect and supposing the original contracting
parties couldnot agree with that modifioatien, thencomplete termination

might well be the only remedy, I think that isj right, is it' not?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we ought to leave something for the DraftinigComittee to

do I think we know now what we mean, and I thinlk when the logel, experts

come together onrthat they can phrase it in the way they think willcover the

arguments made.
We turn new to sub-paragraph c. Are there any remarks on that? "Me

only point I can see here myself is that it is a very general àlausarandit

just depdsonon thr Articles to which the tariffsapply. I could understand

that you could have it apply to the sameArticales rogard to exchange of

good botween. differentcountrios, but youcan have consolidation dation oflow
tariffs or of taritff-from treatment of unimporaent ccmmedities and you

can have a substantial rodaution onimportantcommoditios.

MR HAWKINS: MR Chairman this sentence cannot pretend to be more then a:;
20
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statement of the principle. If you attempt to spell it out you will then

.

have to say what you mean by a low rate, and we would have a very long draft.

20 per cent might be a low rate in some circumnstances and a very high rate

in othor circumanstces, Thàt is something the negotiator would simply have

to took .at. It seems:to me that as a statement of principle this in right.

THE CHAIRMAN:". Perhaps so could insert the words "in principle'.

MR HAWKINS(USA): Yes that would be all right..

MR.VIDELA (Chile) I have: a doubt here. I would like to know why the position

of the countries which are.not rociving any proforonce is not considered

"here It says here, ".the binding or consolidation of low tariffs or of

tariff-froc trcatmont shall be recognised",. and so on. I shoùld like to put

on the same lebel the-countricswhich do not onjoy preferenoe.

THE CAIRMA.N: The second part of it, you will notice,.says "in value to.'the

substantial reduction of high tariffs or the elimination of tariff preferencos".

I think your'point is met there, as far as I can see it.

MR VIDELA (Chile). Yes, it is considred in the second part of it, but in the

first placce is dealing only with new tariffs.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have no new proforcnces at .the moment; we hava only.those in

force; and that s the position we are in when we start our. negotiations; so

we can only compare certain things that are there, and I cannot see howwe can

put that in. .

MR VIDELA (Chile): You say there "shall be rccognised as a concession equivalent".

I would like to have some roference.to the countries -which do not roccivo any

preference. .. .

THE RAPPORTEUR: What you would like is that the binding of most favoured nation

treationt or the granting of complcte most favoured nation treatment should be

considered - is that ,it?

MR VIDELA. (Chilo): I moan the'preferences, because we are considering only the

low tariffs and tariff-frce .treatment.

THE RAPPORTEUR: You want to say "the binding of preference-free treatment"?

MR VIDELA (Chile): Yes ''

THE RAPPORTEUR: The reason for not including it here is that this is a rule

designed to deal with, selective negotiations. The question of proferonoe-froo
21
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treatment is dealt with in a general. rule under the most favoured nation

clause'which all countries agree. to apply as a multilateral formula and not

te be dealt with on a selective basis except with regard te oxisting preforcnoes

which are to bè 'negotatcd down, so that therefore it is difficult to see now

the multilatoral adherence to the most favoured nation clause can be used in

this selcetive way apart from the weight given to that in tho commitment to

nogotiato for the elimination of prefcrencos.

MR:SHACKLE (U.K.). Ono thing I would say thero is that the grant of most

favoured nation troatmcnt is not in itsclf inconsistcrit with having

absolutely prohibited. hightariffs; and I thinik that if what you are

saying were to be carried into effect it would make trad. impossible.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Rapportour-has oxpressod what is moant here in a

very cloar way, and I think it is clcarly understood that only in very

exceptional circumstances cold you have neve preferential treatment. That

is covered by that other clause under Article 8.

MR VIDELA (Chile): I think it was the delegate of Balgium who referred to this

originally .and I was thiiking only of the roason why theo countries which

have no preference at aI and are not enjoying preference arc not included,

as well as the low tariff countries.
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THERAPPORTEUR: I think the proposal. would mean that you would add

to paragraph (c) something like this: "The binding or

consolidation of low tariffs or of tariff free trcatment or of

preferential free treatment shall be rocognisod as a concession".

I think the objection to it is that that implies that the granting

of preference from treatment is to be be dealt with selectively on

a product by product basis on these negotiations. In other words,

aqountry would have the right to grant preference free troatment

or not to grant preference free treatment, but that docs not

square with the other previsions already agreed upon, that every

country will, grant complete preference free treatinont except in

respect. of certain preferences which are to be negotiated. I

; think if you put an Amendment like that in here it would undarmine

the whole principle of the most favoured nation clause, which we

have already agreed upon.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chilcan delegate made mention of the Belgium

delegate's remarks. I think it will be time enough to say some-

thing on that when we come to the Main Committee II.- The

Netherlands are in the same position as Belgium, and'I .think we

should insist that it is quite sufficient to have the clause as

it is here. There is only one point loft, and that is the main

point, that we forsake the right to have quantitative restrictions

I think that again should be a point which should be left until

the sub-committee on Quantitative restrictions have completed their

work to such an advanced stage that we can judge what, can be donor

with quantitative restrictions, we are in this very grave

difficulty, that we cannot definiiely approve any of these Articlew

before we see the other parts of Chapter IV in a definite shape.

Mr .ADARKLR (India): Where is one point in connection with these

negotiations for elimination of preferences on which it might be-

desirable to obtain the view of the United States delegation at this

stage, unless you desire otherwise. The point raised by the

23.
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Australian delegate, namely,whether inthe course of these

nogotitiïons it would be pormissiblec for one. part of the British

Commonwealth whiceh is at present giving preference to another

part, to give preference to a third part of tho Coninonwealth

which is not enjoying it. To take an instance. Supposing

Australia is giving the prefrence to the United Kingdom on a

particular product but is not giving preferenco on that product

to, say, India. would it bebepoissible for Australia to extend

eitherr the saie or a reduced margin of preofeence to Indie in

the course of these negotiations. Assuring that the preference
in question is not completely wipe out in the course of these

negotiations, and also if it remains in existence then only such

measure of preference shall be granted to India between Australia.

and any other country.

Mr HAWKINS (United States): This question, I believe, came up in the

full Comittee, and the answer which I gave to it, as -I recall,

was this. Article 8, as drafted, would prevent any new preferences

in addition to or above thoso existing on a specified. .date yet to

be agroed upon. Such preferences being, in. other words frozen

as. from that date, On the basis of that formulation-no .new

preforences would be permissible.. In other Words, the ansverto

the question. of the delegate of India is that in the circumstances

he cited, the preferences given to one part of a Commonwealth could

not be extended to another pert which was not already enjoying it.

Mr ADARKAR(India): The Indian delegation has some difficulty in

accoptinm that position and would like the question to be left open

for the consideration at a later stage. we are unarble to see how

it will affect our trade at this stage, so we should certainly

like that question to be loft open for consideration. we think

that there should be no objection in principle to the extension

of the scope of a preference to another part of the Commonwealth,
so long as the existence of that preference is récognised,

24.
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Mr LECUYER(France)(Interpretation)Mr Chairman, the question

arises in a sinilar way as to the relationships between Prance

and therest of the french Union. I must say that we have

not envisage the possibility of extending preferences existing

betweenFrance and French Western Afrioa to Franco and Indo-

China but if thé proposal suggosted by the Indian delegate were

to be accepted by the Conference, we should like to be able to

have the benefit of this suggestion as. well.

THE CHAIRMAN I think that clearly shows that we are on very

dangerous giround. here,' I understood that when we discussed.

Àrticle 8 we àdded a clause with regard to new prefererices in

exceptional cirecumstances. Now as far as I cansee, in the few

remaining months left before we meet together in Geneva, I
the

cannot see that countries would start. to extend/preferential

system. I think that would be contrary. to the. whole idea of

these common negotiations. If the negotiations in Geneva

resulted in agreement, we expect to put certain Chapters,of

this Charter ;into effect, and then Clauso 55(2) would also be

in force if we decide to. have that system working in the way it

'is envisaged in the Charter. I think ve cannot do more than

that, otherwise I do not know where i will end.
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MRHAWKINS(USA): I would like to say that we agree entirely with what you

just said, that the effect of the proposal to create new preferences which

would only be added for purposds of nojotiation aince their would not be

permanent, would be either to reinforce the position of some countries

which would then try to get something for .then, which is not a very

desirable preliminary situation for the.negotiations of the kind we have

in view.

THE CHAIRMAN: And may I add here that Ialways had the idea that the only

thing that could bo done bofore the geneva -meeting is what might happen
in the case of a country like France, for instance, which has abolished.

tariffs for the tirme bieing and hasmany specific duties that you might

draft out new tariff systems which would simply translate into ad valorem

dutiess the former specific dutiés. That is practically the only way we

could do it, unless you hava the càse of a customs union where again you

have to bring a customs union into. effect. I think that was the only

case mentioned, and as far I know I think one .could go ahead with the

new tariffs. Otherwise we would have kind of truce until we made any chango.

Perhaps it is as well that the Apporteur should take care of these points

and put them in a memorandum to prevernt .any misundrstanding.

MR ADARKAR (India):Mr Chairman, in pmlposing this particular amendxmnt the

intention is not to have an opportunity of creating new preferences in

advancedof our Geneva meeting. It is not intended th seek new tacticall

ot bargainin.g advantages by extending the scope of existing preferences.

It is a matter of one's onw point of view, I think; but preferences which

already exist should be permitted. to be extended, and certain extensions

need not be regarded .is new preferences. The reason why I say that it is.

not a new preference is this, that when you create a new preference you

create a handicap for a particular foreign country which does not at

present exist, and. when you extend the scope of existing preferences you

do not create frosh ;preferences. There is no change in the duty which is

levied on the product imported by the foreign country. The duty awpplicable

to an importing country is the same and does not require any modification

outside the negotiations, That duty remains the same, only the preferential
26.
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duty is madeappllicableto a part of the Commonwealth which at presentt is

not affected in that way.

THE CHAIRMAN; Letme. tàke a clear example it is quito therotional, but. it

may give you an ideaof what I have in mind. If sugar from British India

should enjoy a. preference in accordance with oxisting preferences over

other Dominions - take South .Africa, for instanco, and this is entirely

theoroticl - then the Netherlands Indias sugar industry, the Cuban sugar

industry, and other sugar industrios would frol the affects. The.t is

oxtending the possibilities for the Indion sujar industry to sell atthe

proferences in other markets.

MR ADARKAR (India): But they are already feeling the offects of the preferance.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, but now they will feel then even more. Now I agree with

Mr Hawkins, that we would then have to baragin again andthen India would.

Say "Lcok here, as this is concession fron tho Indian side, if I

would agree to abolish the preferences, what then?" It is strengthening,
their position as for as bargaining is concerned, but I cannot see that

that arises.

MR.ADARKAR (India): But that is not the position, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: No, I know, but that is the effect of it.

MR -MDARKAR (India): We do not prnopose to holdup the work of this sub-

comitteo on this, but I should think that we ought to be free to raise

this issue later on, either in the .full Cordttoo, or othorwise

THE CHARMN: yes, that is right. Gontlomon, can wo then agree to adopt sub-

paragraph (c), with the addition of the words, in the boeinning or the.

middle of the sentence, "in principle,'" or samething like that.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): What are the words you .are adding?
THE CHAIRMAN "in pirinoiple."

MR McKINNON (Canada): After the. word "'shall"?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes - "shall in principle bo recornised as a. concession equivalent,"

and so on. Is that adopted? (Agreed). Now, Gentlemoe, we have for the time

boing covered paragraph 1 ofArticle 18; we hava still pararraphs 2. and 3, so

that it is now the turn once more of tho Rapportcur.
27.
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THE RAPPORTEUR: Paragraph 2 has already beon appreved by the Conmmittee and

there is no change. Now the amendments to ,paragraph 3 are designed to

take into account the addition to paragraph 1 of the now subparagrah (c).

The first mendoent is in-the sixth or seventh lino. The original draft

read. "The Oragnization, if it finds that a. Member has, without sufficient

justification" and so on. It now roads: "If a member has failed to

negotiate with such coplaining momber in aecordanec with the roquire-

ments of paragraph 1 of this Article," and so on, to make it perfectly

clear that A low tariff country is not to be roquircd substantially te

roducecits tariffs in return for a tariff reduction by othor ciuntrics,

on the one hand, and, on the othor hand, that a low tariff country moy

make a complaint againt a high tariff country if it fails to negotiate.

The second amendment relates to the change in the phrase "tariff re-

ductionsl' te "tariff boncfits, " so t1mt a tariff bonofit or tariff bindin-

oould be vrithhold as well as a tariff reduction. . additional oewndmnent

is necessary to make it perfectly clcar. "If such banrifits are in fact

withhe so as to result in the application te the trade of the othor

Member of tariffs hirhcr than would othcrvwise have been applicable, such

other Member shall then be freo, to withdraw from the Organization,"

That would mean that if a low tariff country were successful in getting

the agreement of the Organizration to its comrmlaint against another

Member, that is, that it was justified, it would be perittad to raiso

its tariff s above the level which existed prior to the nogetiatïons, be-

cause it had mnerely granted bindings in those negotiations and would have

no other compulsory device toaply., But the affect of it is simply to

avoid putting a low tariff country in an unfavourable bargaining position

with a high tariff country.

THECHATRMAN: I have only one remarktomake here and that is thesay that

porhaps it is conveniont to have sixty days notice in this Organization,

because I con imagine that a letter from one country might tàke a month to

get here, and it might not be road until after the negotiations had taken

placo.

THE RAPPORTEUR: That is the only reason for making it within sixty days, so that
28,
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it is not indefinite.

THE CHAIRMAN; No. I was only thinking: that it might take.along time before

it was received.

MR ALMILLA. (Cuba): Mr Chairman, we had the same problemwhen doalig with

several Articlos, and after we had exhcustivelydoalt with paragraph 2

of Article 79 in cormittee V we decided in every case where we had the

same thing just to make reference to this paragraph 2 of Article 79

which now reads "sixty days after recoipt of the notification by the

Secrotary-General"Therefore, I think that we might make a roference

here to say, "in accordance with the second paragraph of Article 79."
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MR.ALLANILLA (Cuba.): I want to make it clear that the provision of

Article 79 (2) is six months and not 60 days."

THE CHAIRMAN: we need 60 days here, but we ought to include when it has

been done by the Secretariat; it mkes it a more definito case.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): Of course,I can see the difforenco.

THECHAIRMAN: I think that is a usoful altoration. Are thoreany

remarks on the other proposed changes by the Rapporteur, or is tho

meetingagreed that ho has again put into this now draft, in an

admirable way, our obsorvantions of provious meetings?
MR.. ADARWAR (India): I have no remaraks on that particular umondmunt.

Tha last tima we discussed this subjeet Mr. Hawkins gave an explanation

which I think would considerably branch the difference between the

points of viow, though it would not wipo it out completely. The

explanation vas that in judrinïw the adoquacy or othcrmiso of the

concessions offoraci by mambors tho rosults; already achieved by the

mombors of the Intarin Committoc at tho sprin- negotiations would be

takon as the standard. It was explaincd by Mr. Hawkins that the,

countrios. roprosontod a cross- 3sotion of intarnational.trade, and

that v-hat aoreras botvicun tho neotiïtions will sot the standard.

As a matter of clarification, I do notthink the wording of this section

would givo rise to that without some cxplantion; otherwise oneof the

mombors of tho initial. nogotiating would also be subjected to

some penalties. I may not be undorstanding this section properly, but

that is what I would liko spocifically reooonioad.

MR. HAWKNS (Uniteci Statos) I condor if the Indian Doleeato has considarod

Articlo 56 (2), Which is raferred to in Article 18. It may not compketely

meet his thoughts, but i think it holps. Paragraph 2 reads:

"Any othor Mombor of the Orgnization shall be ontitled to be

a momber of thc Committee"-

that is tho Intcrian Committee-
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"When, in the judgmen of the committoo,thatMembershall

have comploted negotions pursuant to paragraph 1 of

Article 18 comparablein scope or offeet to those comploted

by tho originalmomborsof the Commitoo."

MR ADARKER (India): It is only by inforence why no make tho poin cleaar?

MR. HAWKANS (Unitod States): I think it could. be.

MR. ADAKAR (India): That would be a proper atmesphoro for the initial

nogotiations to take place in.

MR.HAWKINS (Unitad Statos):. There is no objection on our pait to

spolling'that out morc clearly.

-THE CHAIRMAN: Is tho Inclian Delorato a:rocablo to aacopt this Article

on tha undorstanding that we will clarify the position in Article 569

MR.ADARKAR (India): Yes.

THE CHIRMAN: Then I may say that this is adopted. That means that once

more we have clearod articlee 18, but we will have to refer to it azain

when the sub-committoo on quaetitativa restrictions has finishod its wiork,

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): lie tha Joint Coanittue.

THE CHIRMAN: Yes. We ara in a very unsatisfactory position at tho

moment in viow of tha tact that there aro so many other meetings gong

on in regard to other committecs, in which mobers of this committee

have to take part. porhaps it might be possible for Delegatos to

arrange for other mambers of their Delegations to take part in

other committee meetings. Owing to the meetings of other committes

we shall not be table to moat until Thursday, whon we will still have

Articles 29, 30 and 33.. If it.goes on like this i cannot guarantoe

that we will finish our work before even the end ofnext wook.

think.the Secrotariat will hava to ja into this problem, bocause I.

cannot guarantoc any strict procedure undorthe present arrangement.

MR.HAWKINS (United States): This committeb ought to meet every day for

at least half a day.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): 'If we do not meet a loast half day every day

Delegatoswill have to go home with the work unfinishod by the target
date. 31
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THE CHAIRMAN:I amagreeable to givïngthe Rapporteur time tomorrow

to propare the procoduralmomoradum,but I. would like to meetfor

the whole of Thursday in order to get on with it . I suggest that

Mr. Shackle and Mr. Hawkins discuss the coin.I suggest that

the Socrotariat to arrangefor other meetings this wook.

MR. McKINNON (Canada) would it be possible to meet all day Thursday,

startink at10 o' clockin the morning?

THE CHAIRMAN:I am quiteagrecoble
MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Adifficult there is that Dologations

have mootingsin the morring. Our Delegationmeets at 9.30and it is
diffioult to get through the businos inlossthan anhour. That is

a rather necessary part of the machinoryin Delegations, forthe

purpose of keeping in touch and so on.

THE CHAIRMAN: we will procood quickly onThursday. Mr anwhilo, the

Raplportour will try to propare the momorandumon tariff negotinations

procoduro, and will also contact themembarsof the sub-commmittee

for any remarks they mighthave with regard to the other paperswhich
he has already submitted.

MR. NcKINNON (Canada).: Will the order of businoss on Thursday bo.

Articlos 29 and 30 or the procodurel membrandum?
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THECHAIRMAN:I would say 29 and 30, if possible and the precedure, because it

will have to be typed and distributod. If that is agreeable, gentlemen,

we will meet at 10.30 on Thursday morning, and oarry on in the aftornoon

until seven ocllock or something lika that.

MR HAWKINS (USA): We are going ta be running out of time and evoning meetings

will bo necessary. Theonly problem is that. advance notice has ta be given.

I think this is a pretty full woek for most people, but we might bear in mind

that we shall need to have evening meetings next week;

MR McKINNON(Canada): What about Saturday afternoon?

THE CHAIRWDAN: We can meet at any time convonient to delegates but I would

only say this we must have a real programme before us, and not sitfor an

hour of two and then adjourn and have to refresh our minds on it all over

again at the next meeting.

MR HAWKINS (USA.): Could we have a whole day on Saturday?

THECHAIRMAN: Yes, Ithink that would beall right. I understand that I am

invited to the meeting of the Technical Sub-Committec tomorrow morning?

MR VIDELA(Chile): Yes, you have been invited to attend as Chairman of this

Sub-Coanmittee, for the discussion of Article 32. Tho meeting is at 10.30.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I shall bring Mr.Leddy along with me.

Then this meeting in adjourned, until Thursday morning, at 10.30.

The'meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.

33.


